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ABSTRACT2

Sensorimotor control and learning are fundamental prerequisites for cognitive development3
in humans and animals. Evidence from behavioural sciences and neuroscience suggests that4
motor and brain development are strongly intertwined with the experiential process of exploration,5
where internal body representations are formed and maintained over time. In order to guide6
our movements, our brain must hold an internal model of our body and constantly monitor its7
configuration state.8

How can sensorimotor control enable the development of more complex cognitive and motor9
capabilities? Although a clear answer has still not been found for this question, several studies10
suggest that processes of mental simulation of action-perception loops are likely to be executed11
in our brain and are dependent on internal body representations. Therefore, the capability to12
re-enact sensorimotor experience might represent a key mechanism behind the implementation13
of higher cognitive capabilities, such as behaviour recognition, arbitration and imitation, sense of14
agency and self-other distinction.15

This work is mainly addressed to researchers in autonomous motor and mental development16
for artificial agents. In particular, it aims at gathering the latest developments in the studies on17
exploration behaviours, internal body representations, and processes of sensorimotor simula-18
tions. Relevant studies in human and animal sciences are discussed and a parallel to similar19
investigations in robotics is presented.20
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1 INTRODUCTION

The capability to perform sensory-guided motor behaviours, or sensorimotor control, is generally not24
fully developed at birth in mammals. Rather, it emerges through a learning process where the individual25
is actively involved in the interaction with the external environment. In humans, similarly, sensorimotor26
control is developed along the ontogenetic process of the individual. Developmental psychologists consider27
this skill as a fundamental prerequisite for the acquisition of more complex cognitive and social capabilities.28

In robotics, a large number of studies investigated mechanisms for sensorimotor control and learning in29
artificial agents. Inspired by human development and aiming at producing adaptive systems (Asada et al.,30
2009; Law et al., 2011), researchers proposed robot learning mechanisms based on exploration behaviours.31
Evidence from human behavioural and brain sciences suggests that motor and brain development are32
strongly intertwined with this experiential process, where internal body representations would be formed33
and maintained over time. However, it is still not clear how sensorimotor development is linked to the34
development of cognitive skills. Indeed, one of the most challenging questions in developmental sciences,35
including developmental robotics, is how low-level motor skills scale up to more complex motor and36
cognitive capabilities throughout the lifespan of an individual.37

A recent line of thought identifies the capability to internally simulate sensorimotor cycles based on38
previous experience, or to re-enact past sensorimotor experience, as one of the fundamental processes39
implicated in the implementation of cognitive skills (Barsalou, 2008). Several behavioural and brain40
studies can be found in the literature that support this idea. In this work, we argue that sensorimotor41
simulation mechanisms may serve as a bridge between sensorimotor representation and the implementation42
of basic cognitive skills, such as behaviour recognition, arbitration and imitation, sense of agency and43
self-other distinction. During the last years, an increasing number of robotics studies addressed similar44
processes for the implementation of cognitive skills in artificial agents. However, empirical investigation45
on exploration behaviours for the learning of sensorimotor control, on the functioning and modelling of46
simulation processes in the brain and on their implementation in artificial agents is still fragmented.47

This paper aims at gathering the latest developments in the study on exploration behaviours, or internal48
body representations, and on re-using sensorimotor experience for cognition. For each of these topics,49
relevant studies in human and animal sciences will be introduced and similar studies in robotics will be50
discussed. We strongly believe that this can be beneficial for those researchers who investigate autonomous51
motor and mental development for artificial agents. This manuscript provides a comprehensive overview52
of the state-of-the-art in the mentioned topics from different perspectives. Moreover, we want to encour-53
age robotic researchers in sensorimotor learning and in body representations to make a step further by54
investigating how the acquired sensorimotor experience can be used for cognition. Nonetheless, we would55
like to encourage researchers to not overlook the process of acquisition of sensorimotor experience by56
assuming the existence of a repertoire of sensorimotor schemes, when investigating computational models57
for internal simulations. We strongly believe that tackling both issues at the same time not only would58
provide a more comprehensive view of the developmental process in artificial agents, but it would also59
give insights in the generalisation and specialisation of the proposed models. In addition, we believe that60
addressing both sensorimotor and cognitive development by simulation processes would bridge different61
specialities and provide new research directions for developmental robotics.62
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2 EXPLORATION AS A DRIVE FOR MOTOR AND COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

In the late 1980s, a new era known as post-cognitivism started to flourish in the cognitive sciences, bringing63
new philosophical interest on embodiment and on the importance of the role of the body for cognition64
(Wilson and Foglia, 2011). According to the embodied cognition framework, sensorimotor interaction is65
essential for the development of cognition. A common characteristic of humans, animals and artificial66
agents is their embodiment and their being situated in an environment they can interact with. They possess67
the means for shaping these interactions: a body that can be actuated by controlling its muscles (in humans68
and animals) or actuators (in artificial agents) and the capability to perceive internal or external phenomena69
through their senses (in humans and animals) or sensors (in artificial agents) (Pfeifer and Bongard, 2006).70
In animals and humans, brain development is modulated by the multimodal sensorimotor information71
experienced by the individual while interacting with the external environment. In the literature, this72
process is often referred as sensorimotor learning. Theorists on grounded cognition propose that cognitive73
capabilities are grounded on sensorimotor experiences (Barsalou, 2008). Although the validity of this74
theory is still under debate, it is commonly accepted that sensorimotor control and learning are fundamental75
prerequisites for cognitive development in humans. Therefore, developmental roboticists are particularly76
interested in implementing exploration behaviours in artificial agents, which would allow them to gather77
the necessary sensorimotor experience to further develop complex motor and cognitive skills.78

Humans are not innately skillful at governing their body. Motor control is a capability that is acquired79
and refined over time, as demonstrated by several studies. For example, Zoia and colleagues have shown80
that learning of motor control is an ongoing process already during pre-natal stages (Zoia et al., 2007). In81
fact, they observed an improvement of coordinated kinematic patterns in foetuses between the age of 1882
weeks and 22 weeks. At initial stages, foetuses’ hand movements directed at their eyes and mouth were83
inaccurate and characterised by jerky and zigzag movements. However, already around the 22nd week of84
gestation, foetuses showed more precise hand trajectories, characterised by acceleration and deceleration85
phases that were apparently planned according to the size and to the delicacy of the target (facial parts,86
such as mouth or eyes). It is plausible to think that such an improvement in sensorimotor control would be87
the result of an experiential process, driven by exploration behaviours. Many developmental studies agree88
with this hypothesis (Thelen and Smith, 1996; Kuhl and Meltzoff, 1996; Meltzoff and Moore, 1997; Piaget,89
1954). Others show systematic exploration behaviours already at early stages of post-natal development90
(for example in the visual and proprioceptive domains (Rochat, 1998)).91

In developmental psychology, exploration behaviours are seen as the common characteristic of initial92
stages of motor and cognitive development. In an early study, Jean Piaget defined exploration behaviours93
as circular reactions - or repetitions of movements that the child finds pleasurable - through which94
infants gather experience and acquire governance of those motor capabilities (such as reaching an object)95
that will enable them, subsequently, to explore the interactions with objects and with people (Piaget,96
1954). Therefore, exploration would pave the way to the development of more complex motor and social97
capabilities. In a study on language acquisition, for example, Kuhl and Meltzoff (1996) reported that98
in infants younger than six months the vocal tract and the neuromusculature are still immature for the99
production of recognizable sounds. It is through exploratory behaviours, which Meltzoff and Moore (1997)100
named as body or vocal babbling, that infants would learn articulatory-auditory relations, a prerequisite for101
language acquisition.102

However, it is not clear what the drive of exploration behaviours is. Behavioural studies agree with the103
fact that animals and humans seem to have a common desire to experience and to acquire new information104
(Berlyne, 1960; Reio et al., 2006; Reio, 2011). Such a characteristic, commonly referred to as curiosity, is105
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usually associated with the experience of rewards, similar to appetitive desires for food and sex (Litman,106
2005). However, several theories have been developed on the mechanisms that explain curiosity. For107
example, the curiosity-drive theory assumes that organisms are motivated to acquire new information108
through exploratory behaviours by the need of restoring cognitive and perceptual coherence (Berlyne,109
1960). Such a coherence can be disrupted by an unpleasant experience of uncertainty, an unpleasant feeling110
of deprivation, the reduction of which is rewarding (Litman, 2005).111

Curiosity and exploration behaviours are considered as fundamental aspects of learning and development.112
However, studying them in humans and animals often means to observe and to analyse only their behavioural113
effects, which is of course limiting the understanding of the underlying processes. Robots recently came114
into play as they provide a valuable test bed for the investigation of such mechanisms. Investigating115
curiosity and exploration behaviours in artificial agents is indeed also advantageous for developmental116
roboticists, whose aim is to produce autonomous, adaptive and social robots, which learn from and adapt117
to the dynamic environment using mechanisms inspired by human development (Lungarella et al., 2003).118
The developmental approach in robotics is not only motivated by a mere interest in mimicking human119
development in artificial agents. Rather, studying human development can give insights in finding those120
basic behavioural components that may allow for the autonomous mental and motor development in121
artificial agents. In fact, researchers in developmental robotics try to avoid defining models of robot122
embodiment and of their surrounding world a priori, in order to not stumble across problems such as robot123
behaviours lacking adaptability and the capability to react to unexpected events (Schillaci, 2014).124

In developmental robotics, the general approach consists of providing artificial agents with learning125
mechanisms based on exploration behaviours. As well as humans, robots can generate useful information126
about their bodily capabilities while interacting with the external environment. This information is shaped127
by the characteristics of the agent’s body and of the environment. In addition, dynamic environments128
and temporary or permanent changes in the bodily characteristics of the individual, for example the ones129
caused by the usage of tools, can strongly affect the information that is perceived through the senses and130
the way the individual can interact with its surroundings. Therefore, pre-defining models of the robot’s131
body and of the environment can be very challenging, or even impossible, as an enormous number of132
variables has to be taken into account, for covering all the aspects of such dynamic systems. This is one of133
the main motivations behind the developmental approach in robotics, where researchers try to implement134
computational models that self-organise along the sensorimotor information that is generated from the135
bodily interaction of the agent with the external environment, such as the one produced through exploration136
behaviours, while assuming as little prior information to construct the model as possible.137

Several studies on the development of motor and cognitive skills based on exploration behaviours can be138
found in the literature on developmental robotics. For example, in a survey on cognitive developmental139
robotics, Asada and colleagues presented a developmental model of human cognitive functions starting140
from the fetal simulation of sensorimotor learning of body representation in the womb up to the social141
development through interaction between individuals, namely imitation (Asada et al., 2009). The authors142
put a central role to exploration behaviours for the emergence of cognition in infants and artificial agents.143
These behaviours are the drive to the construction of body representations (see Section 3), or mappings of144
multimodal sensorimotor information, which are necessary for interacting with the external environment,145
for example with objects. Learning of coordinated movements, such as reaching and grasping, is considered146
to develop along the infant’s acquisition of predictive capabilities, which may play an important role in the147
development of nonverbal communication such as pointing or imitation (Asada et al., 2009; Hafner and148
Schillaci, 2011).149
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Figure 1. A sequence from an exploration behaviour - in this case random motor babbling - performed by the humanoid robot Aldebaran Nao. In the bottom,
the corresponding frames grabbed by the robot camera are shown. Picture taken from (Schillaci and Hafner, 2011).

Dearden and Demiris (2005) also adopted exploration behaviours for learning internal forward models150
in an artificial agent. As it will be discussed in more details in the following sections of this paper,151
forward models enable a robot to predict the consequence of its motor actions. In (Dearden and Demiris,152
2005), a robot performed random movements of its gripper and visually observed the outcome of these153
actions. The internal forward model was encoded as a Bayesian network, whose structure and parameters154
were learned using the sensorimotor data gathered during the exploration behaviour performed in the155
motor space. This exploration strategy, known also as random body babbling, chooses motor commands156
from the range of possible movements in a random fashion. Takahashi and colleagues implemented a157
similar exploration mechanisms in a simulated robotic setup for learning motion primitives under tool-use158
conditions (Takahashi et al., 2014). A simulated robotic arm was programmed to execute an exploration159
behaviour - random body babbling - in order to gather sensorimotor information to be used for building up160
a body representation. The authors adopted a recurrent neural network for training the body representation161
and a deep neural network for encoding the tool dynamic features and evaluated the approach in an object162
manipulation task.163

Stoytchev presented an experiment with a simulated robot on learning the binding affordances of objects164
using pre-defined exploration motion primitives that were selected in a random fashion (Stoytchev, 2005).165
The action opportunities that an object provides to the agent, or affordances, were learned during the166
exploration session where the robot randomly chose sequences of pre-defined behaviours, applied them to167
explore the objects, and detected invariants in the resulting set of observations. However, the proposed168
approach is limited by the usage of pre-defined movements and by the lack of variability in the exploration169
behaviours. In fact, there could be object affordances that are unlikely to be discovered due to the170
unavailability of specific exploratory behaviours.171

Many other developmental robotics studies adopting random exploration behaviours, and comparing172
different random movement strategies (Schillaci and Hafner, 2011), can be found in the literature. However,173
random exploration strategies - such as random body babbling, or motor babbling (see Figure 1) - have174
been found to be not optimal, especially when applied to robotic systems characterised by a high number of175
degrees of freedom. More efficient sensorimotor exploration behaviours have been proposed. For example,176
Baranes and Oudeyer presented an intrinsically motivated goal exploration mechanism which allows177
active learning of inverse models, or controllers, in redundant robots (Baranes and Oudeyer, 2013). In the178
proposed methodology, exploration is performed in the task space, making it more efficient than exploring179
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the motor space, especially when using high-dimensional robots. Rolf and Steil showed a similar approach180
based on goal-directed exploration in the task space, that enabled successful learning of the controller on a181
challenging robot platform, the Bionic Handling Assistant (Rolf and Steil, 2014).182

Investigating goal-directed exploration behaviours provided new insights and research directions towards183
the understanding of the mechanisms behind curiosity. In fact, one of the main questions posed by184
researchers on goal-directed exploration in artificial agents is how to generate goals in the task space.185
The typical approach proposes to simulate curiosity in an artificial agent, by adding interest factors in the186
exploration phase, usually based on measuring the confidence that the system has towards possible goals in187
the space to be explored. Information seeking through exploration behaviours, according to Gottlieb et al.188
(2013), is “a process that obeys the imperative to reduce uncertainty and can be extrinsically or intrinsically189
motivated”. This is in line with what has been proposed by Litman (2005), as mentioned before in this190
section, that the drive of curiosity might rely on the reduction of the unpleasant experience of uncertainty,191
which is rewarding. Oudeyer et al. (2007), Baranes and Oudeyer (2013), Moulin-Frier et al. (2013) and192
Schmerling et al. (2015) adopted an intrinsically motivated goal exploration mechanism, named Intelligent193
Adaptive Curiosity (IAC), which relies on the uncertainty reduction idea and on exploration based on194
learning progress. In other words, IAC selects goals maximizing a competence progress, thus creating195
developmental trajectories driving the robot to progressively focus on tasks of increasing complexity196
and is statistically significantly more efficient than selecting tasks in a random fashion. IAC has been197
applied to different contexts in artificial agents, such as in learning sensorimotor affordances (Oudeyer198
et al., 2007), in learning inverse kinematics of a simulated robotic arm and in learning motor primitives in199
mobile robots (Baranes and Oudeyer, 2013), in vocal learning (Moulin-Frier et al., 2013), in the context of200
oculo-motor coordination (Gottlieb et al., 2013) and in learning visuo-motor coordination in a humanoid201
robot (Schmerling et al., 2015). In this latter study, in particular, the authors showed not only the superiority202
of goal-directed exploration strategies, compared to random ones, but also their effectiveness in the case203
where two separate motor sub-systems, head and arm in the presented experiment, need to be coordinated.204

Other experiments on curiosity-driven exploration behaviours can be found in the literature. However,205
most of them adopt an approach similar to IAC that implements exploration mechanisms based on the206
learning progress. Ngo et al. (2013), for example, proposed a system that generates goals based on the207
confidence in its predictions about how the environment reacts to its actions; when the confidence on a208
prediction is low, the environmental configuration that generated such an event becomes a goal. Pape et al.209
(2012) presented a similar curiosity-driven exploration behaviour in the context of tactile skills learning, that210
allowed the robotic system to autonomously develop a small set of basic motor skills that lead to different211
kinds of tactile input, and to learn how to exploit the learned motor skills to solve texture classification212
tasks. Jauffret et al. (2013) presented a neural architecture based on an online novelty detection algorithm213
that is able to self-evaluate sensory-motor strategies. Similarly to the mechanism mentioned above, in the214
proposed system the prediction error coming from unexpected events provides a measure of the quality of215
the underlying sensory-motor schemes and it is used to modulate the system’s behaviour in a navigation216
task. A greedy goal-directed exploration strategy has been adopted, instead, byBerthold and Hafner (2015),217
who presented an approach for online learning of a controller for a low-dimensional spherical robot based218
on reservoir computing. The exploration strategy adopted by the authors generated motor commands aimed219
at regulating the sensory input to externally generated target values.220

The number of robotics studies investigating sensorimotor exploration behaviours for robot learning has221
been considerably growing in the last couple of decades. This section mentioned the most prominent studies,222
with a particular focus on the competences that such exploration behaviours allowed the robots to acquire.223
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Table 5 summarises the studies that are cited in this work, and for each of them it points out whether and224
what exploration strategies have been used for learning particular skills. As evident in these descriptions,225
most of the studies addressing intelligent exploration behaviours, or exploratory strategies that try to mimic226
human curiosity, are prevalently adopted only for learning sensorimotor skills. Unfortunately, links from227
sensorimotor development to cognitive development in these studies are often missing. Moreover, most of228
the studies mentioned above on intelligent exploration strategies usually address a unique sensory modality.229
How can exploration be performed in multimodal domains? What is the role of attention and priming230
behaviours in curiosity-driven exploration? Few studies tackle these issues, such as (Forestier and Oudeyer,231
2015) and (di Nocera et al., 2014). However, these and similar questions must be better addressed, in order232
to allow these strategies to be adopted in the implementation of more complex learning mechanisms.233

In the following sections we focus the review on studies on internal body representations and internal234
models, and on the predictive capabilities that they could provide to artificial agents. As it will be described235
in the rest of this paper, predictive processes and, in general, simulation processes of sensorimotor activity236
could represent the bridging mechanisms between sensorimotor learning, implemented through exploration237
behaviours, and the development of basic cognitive skills.238

3 INTERNAL BODY REPRESENTATIONS

The rich multimodal information flowing through the sensory and motor streams during the interaction of239
an individual with the environment contains information about the body of the individual that has been240
proposed to be integrated in our brain in a sort of body schema (Hoffmann et al., 2010). This schema would241
keep an up-to-date representation of the positions of the different body parts in space and of the space of242
each individual modality and their combination (Hoffmann et al., 2010). Such a representation would be243
fundamental, for example, for constantly monitoring the position and configuration of our body, and thus244
for guiding our movements with respect with an environment.245

In neuroscience, it is known that neural pathways and synapses in the brain change with the behaviour246
and the interaction of the individual with the environment. Plastic changes are produced by sensory and247
motor experiences, which are strongly dependent on the characteristics of the body of the subject. Studies248
on body representations (Udin and Fawcett, 1988; Cang and Feldheim, 2013) suggested the existence of249
topographic maps in the brain, or projections of sensory receptors and of effector systems into structured250
areas of the brain. These maps self-organise throughout the brain development in a way that adjacent251
regions process spatially close sensory parts of the body. Kaas (1997) reported a number of studies showing252
the existence of such maps in the visual, auditory, olfactory and somatosensory systems, as well as in parts253
of the motor brain areas. Moreover, evidences suggest that different areas belonging to different sensory254
and motor systems are integrated into a unique representation. The findings from Holmes and Spence255
(2004); Iriki et al. (1996); Maravita and Spence (2003); Maravita and Iriki (2004), for example, support256
the existence of an integrated representation of visual, somatosensory, and auditory peripersonal space in257
human and non-human primates, that operates in body-part-centred reference frames. In developmental258
psychology, Butterworth and Hopkins (1988) reported evidence demonstrating that various sensorimotor259
systems are potentially organised and coordinated in their functioning from birth, such as primitive forms of260
visually guided reaching (Von Hofsten, 1982). Similarly, Rochat and Morgan (1998) suggested that infants,261
already around the age of 12 months, possess a sense of a calibrated body schema, that is a perceptually262
organised entity which they can monitor and control. The existence of a body representation in the brain263
is also suggested by studies on sensory and motor disorders. For example, Haggard and Wolpert (2005)264
have shown that several sensory and motor disorders can be explained as caused by damage to some of the265
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Figure 2. Illustration of the changes in bimodal receptive field properties following tool-use. Picture taken from (Maravita and Iriki, 2004).

properties of a body representation in the human brain that are required for multimodal integration and266
coordinated sensorimotor control.267

Body representations very likely undergo a continuous process of adaptation, as humans and animals268
follow an ontogenetic process, where corporal dimensions and morphology change over time. Nonetheless,269
even temporary alterations of the body of the individual can happen, such as those produced by the usage270
of tools. The way the brain deals with these changes has attracted the interest of many researchers. For271
example, Cardinali et al. (2009) studied the alterations in the kinematics of grasping movements from272
free-hand conditions to tool-use ones. Other studies (Sposito et al., 2012; Ganesh et al., 2014; Iriki et al.,273
1996; Maravita and Iriki, 2004) reported effects in the dynamics of movements with the usage of tools (see274
Figure 2), as well as plastic changes in the primary somatosensory cortex in the human brain (Schaefer275
et al., 2004).276

It is still very challenging to reproduce and to deploy in a computational model the partially unexplained277
but fascinating capabilities of our brain to acquire and to maintain internal body representations, and to278
re-adapt them to temporary or permanent bodily changes. A typical challenge is related to finding a proper279
balance between stability and plasticity of the internal model of the body, that can ensure both long-term280
memory maintenance and propensity to sudden and temporary alteration of the body schema. During the281
last couple of decades, interest in the possibility to develop models inspired by the mechanisms of human282
body representations has been growing also in the robotics community. Equipping robots with multimodal283
body representations, capable of adapting to dynamic circumstances, would indeed improve their level of284
autonomy and interactivity. Morever, body representations can be seen as the set of sensorimotor schemes285
that an agent acquires through the interaction with the environment.286

In the robotics literature, several terms can be found referring to the same concept of the above mentioned287
internal body representations, such as body schemes, body maps, internal models of the body, multimodal288
maps, intermodal maps, multimodal representations. The investigation in body representations in robotics289
has probably started within the context of the development of visuo-motor coordination. Visuo-motor290
coordination is often referred as the capability to reach a particular position in the space with a robotic291
arm, but could also be referred to oculomotor control and eye (camera) head coordination. In both cases,292
this skill requires knowledge and coordination of the sensory and motor systems, thus a knowledge of an293
internal model or representation of the embodiment of the artificial system. For example, Metta (2000)294
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implemented an adaptive control system inspired by human development of visuo-motor coordination295
for the acquisition of orienting and reaching behaviours on a humanoid robot. The robotic agent started296
with learning how to move its eyes only and proceeded with acquiring closed loop gains, reflex-like297
modules controlling the arm sub-system, and finally eye-head and head-arm coordination. Goal-directed298
exploration behaviours have been compared to random exploration ones in the study. Similarly, Saegusa299
et al. (2008) studied the acquisition of visuo-motor coordination skills in a humanoid robot using an300
intelligent exploration behaviour based on a prediction error dependent interest function. Kajić et al. (2014)301
adopted a random exploration strategy for acquiring visuo-motor coordination skills, but proposed a302
biologically inspired model consisting of Self-Organising Maps (Kohonen, 1982) for encoding the sensory303
and motor mapping. Such a framework led to the development of pointing gestures in the robot. The304
model architecture proposed by Kajić et al. (2014) was inspired by the Epigenetic Robotics Architecture305
(ERA, (Morse et al., 2010)), where a structured association of multiple SOMs has been adopted for306
mapping different sensorimotor modalities in a humanoid robot. The ERA architecture resembles the307
formation and maintenance of topographic maps in the primate and human brain (see Figure 3). Shaw308
et al. (2015) proposed a similar architecture for body representation based on sensorimotor maps and309
intrinsic motivation based exploration behaviours. In their experiment, the robot progressed through a310
staged development whereby eye saccades emerged first, followed by gaze control, then primitive reaching,311
followed by eventual coordinated gaze-to-touch behaviours. An extension of the approach proposed by312
Kajić et al. (2014) was presented by Schillaci et al. (2014), where Dynamic Self-Organising Maps (DSOMs313
(Rougier and Boniface, 2011)) and a Hebbian paradigm were adopted for online and continuous learning on314
both static and dynamic data distributions. The authors addressed the learning of visuo-motor coordination315
in robots, but focused on the capability of the proposed internal model for body representations to adapt316
to sudden changes in the dynamics of the system. Brandao et al. (2013) presented an architecture for317
integrating visually guided walking and whole-body reaching in a humanoid robot, thus increasing the318
reachable space that can be acquired with the visuo-motor coordination learning mechanisms proposed319
above. Goal-directed exploration mechanisms have been used by the authors.320

Roncone et al. (2014) investigated the calibration of the parameters of a kinematic chain by exploiting321
the correspondences between tactile input and proprioceptive modality (joint angles), or the tactile-322
proprioceptive contingencies, in the humanoid robot iCub. The study is in line with the finding from323
Rochat and Morgan (1998), who suggested that the multimodal events continuously experienced by infants,324
such as the visual-proprioceptive event of looking at their own movements, or the perceptual event of325
the double touch resulting from the contact of two tactile surfaces, would drive the establishment of an326
intermodal calibration of the body. Yoshikawa et al. (2004) addressed visuo-motor and tactile coordination327
in a simulated robot. In particular, they proposed a method for learning multimodal representations of328
the body surface through double-touching, as this co-occurred with self-occlusions. Similarly, Fuke et al.329
(2007) addressed the learning of a body representation consisting of motor, proprioceptive, tactile and330
visual modalities in a simulated humanoid robot. The authors encoded sensory and motor modalities331
as self-organising maps. Hikita et al. (2008) extended this multi-modal representation to the context of332
tool-use in a humanoid robot. Similarly, Schillaci et al. (2012a) implemented a learning mechanisms based333
on random exploration strategies for the acquisition of visuo-motor coordination on a humanoid robot and334
analysed how the action space of both arms can vary when the robot is provided with an extension tool (see335
Figures 5 and 6). The extended arm experiment can be seen as the body of the robot being temporarily336
extended by a suitable tool for a specific task (Schillaci, 2014).337

Nonetheless, several other studies can be found in the literature that address body representations for338
artificial agents outside the context of visuo-motor coordination. For example, Hafner and Kaplan (2008)339
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Figure 3. Epigenetic Robotics Architecture, proposed by Morse and colleagues. Self-organising maps are used to encode different sensory and motor modalities,
such as color, body posture, and words. These maps are then linked using Hebbian learning with the body posture map that acts as a central hub. Picture taken
from (Morse et al., 2010).

Figure 4. Illustration of body representation proposed by Schillaci et al. (2014) and Kajić et al. (2014). The body representation is formed by two self-organising
maps (standard Kohonen SOMs in (Kajić et al., 2014), Dynamic SOMs in (Schillaci et al., 2014)), connected through Hebbian links. On the left side, the
2-dimensional lattices of the two self-organising maps (arm and head) are shown. Picture taken from (Schillaci et al., 2014).

extended the notion of body representations, or body maps, to that of interpersonal maps, a geometrical340
representation of the relationships between a set of proprioceptive and heteroceptive information sources.341
The study proposed a common representation space for comparing an agent’s behaviour and the behaviour342
of other agents, that was used to detect specific types of interactions between agents such as imitation343
and to implement a prerequisite for affordance learning. The Epigenetic Robotics Architecture mentioned344
above (Morse et al., 2010) addressed body representations for grounding linguistic labels onto body345
postures, visual and auditory modalities. A similar framework has been proposed by Lallee and Dominey346
(2013), which encodes sensory and motor modalities as self-organising maps into a body representation.347
Through the use of a goal-directed exploration behaviour, the system learns a body model composed of348
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Figure 5. Reachable spaces for both hands of the Aldebaran Nao robot. Each point in the clouds has been experienced together with the motor command that
resulted in that end-effector position. Picture taken from (Schillaci, 2014).

Figure 6. Reachable space for the arms of the Nao, when one of the two arms is equipped with an extension tool. The extension tool considerably modifies the
action space of the left arm. Picture taken from (Schillaci et al., 2012a)(Schillaci, 2014).

specific modalities (arm proprioception, gaze proprioception, vision) and their multimodal mappings, or349
contingencies. Once multimodal mappings have been learned, the system is capable of generating and350
exploiting internal representations or mental images based on inputs in one of these multiple dimension351
(Lallee and Dominey, 2013). Kuniyoshi and Sangawa (2006) presented a model of neuro-musculo-skeletal352
system of a human infant, composed of self-organizing cortical areas for primary somatosensory and353
motor areas that participate in the explorative learning by simultaneously learning and controlling the354
movement patterns. In the simulated experiment, motor behaviours emerged including rolling over and355
crawling-like motion. Body representations that include the auditory modality have been also addressed,356
although not explicitly, by Ince et al. (2009), who investigated methods for the prediction and suppression357
of ego-motion noise. The authors built up an internal body representation of a humanoid robot consisting358
of motor sequences mapped to the recorded motor noise and their spectra. This resulted in a large noise359
template database that was then used for ego-noise prediction and subtraction.360

Exploration behaviours for the acquisition and maintenance of internal body representations is a very361
elegant and promising developmental approach for providing artificial agents with robustness and adaptivity362
to dynamic body and environments. However, how can these low-level behaviours and representations363
enable the development of more complex cognitive and motor capabilities? Although this question has364
still not been clearly answered, several behavioural and brain studies suggest that processes of mental365
simulations of action-perception loops are likely to be executed in our brain and are dependent on internal366
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motor representations. The capability to simulate sensorimotor experience might represent a key mechanism367
behind the implementation of higher cognitive skills, as discussed in the following section.368

4 SENSORIMOTOR SIMULATIONS

In one of the most influential post-cognitivist studies, Lakoff and Johnson argued that cognitive processes are369
expressed and influenced by metaphors, which are based on personal experiences and shape our perceptions370
and actions (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). Correlations and co-occurrence of embodied experiences would371
lead to primitive conceptual metaphors. As argued by Lakoff, physical concepts, such as running and372
jumping, can be understood through the sensorimotor system, as they can be performed, seen, felt. Abstract373
concepts would get their meaning via conceptual metaphors, a combination of basic primitive metaphors374
that get their meaning via embodied experience. Therefore, Lakoff (2014) concludes that the meaning of375
concepts comes through embodied cognition. Moreover, in (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980), the authors argued376
that metaphorical inferences would arise from neural simulation of experienced situations.377

Similarly, Varela, Thompson and Rosch argued that the interactions between the body, its sensorimotor378
circuit and the environment determine the way the world is experienced. Cognitive agents are living bodies379
situated in the environment and knowledge would emerge through the embodied interaction with the world380
(Varela et al., 1992). According to the enaction paradigm proposed by Varela and colleagues, the embodied381
actions of an individual in the world constitute the way how the environment is experienced and thereby382
ground the agent’s cognition. This is at least accepted in the Narrow Conception of Enactivism (de Bruin383
and Kästner, 2012).384

A related concept is known in the philosophical and scientific literature as mental imagery (for a literature385
review on embodied cognition and mental imagery, see (Schillaci, 2014, pages 11-17)). This phenomenon386
has been defined as a quasi-perceptual experience (in any sensory modality, such as auditory, olfactory,387
etc.) which resembles perceptual experience but occurs in absence of external stimuli (Nigel J.T., 2014).388
What is the nature of this mental phenomenon has always been a very debated topic ((Nigel J.T., 2014)389
provides a more comprehensive review of the literature on mental imagery). Not surprisingly, studies on390
mental imagery can be found already in Greek philosophy. In De Anima, Aristotle saw mental images,391
residues of actual impressions or phantasmata as playing a central role in human cognition, for example in392
memory. Behaviourists believed that psychology must have handled only observable behaviours of people393
and animals, not unobservable introspective events. Therefore, mental imagery was reputed as not being394
sufficiently scientific (Watson, 1913), since no rigorous experimental method was proposed to demonstrate395
it. Only after the 1960s, mental imagery gained new attention in psychology and in the neuroscience396
(Nigel J.T., 2014).397

During the last twenty years, many behavioural and cognitive studies on attitudes, emotion and social398
perception investigated and supported the hypothesis that the body is closely tied with cognition. We argue399
that sensorimotor simulations are behind all of these processes. Strack and colleagues demonstrated that400
people’s facial activity influences their affective responses (Strack et al., 1988). Participants were holding401
a pen in their mouth in a way that either inhibited or rfacilitated the muscles typically associated with402
smiling without requiring subjects to pose in a smiling face. The authors found that subjects reported more403
intense humour responses when cartoons were presented under facilitating conditions than under inhibiting404
conditions (Strack et al., 1988). These results highlight the important overlapping between motor activity405
and the affective response an agent has.406
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Wexler and Klam presented a study where participants predicted the position of moving objects, in cases407
of actively produced and passively observed movement (Wexler and Klam, 2001). The authors found408
that in the absence of eye tracking, when occluding the object, the estimates are more anticipatory in the409
active conditions than in the passive ones. The anticipatory effect of an action depended on the congruence410
between the motor action and the visual feedback: the less congruent were the motor action and the visual411
feedback, the more diminished the anticipatory effect, but it was never eliminated. However, when the412
target was only visually tracked, the effect of manual action disappeared, indicating distinct contributions413
of hand and eye movement signals to the prediction of trajectories of moving objects (Wexler and Klam,414
2001).415

Animal research also suggests that rat brains implement simulation processes. O’Keefe and colleagues416
found that particular cells in the hippocampus of the rat’s brain seem to be involved in the representation of417
the animal’s position (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993). Their observations of the firing characteristics of these418
cells suggested that the position of the animal is periodically anticipated along the path. In a study on visual419
guidance of movements in primates (Eskandar and Assad, 1999), monkeys were trained to use a joystick to420
move a spot to a specific target. During the movements, the authors modified the relationship between the421
direction of joystick and movements of the spot, and eventually occluded the spot, thus dissociating the422
visual and motor correlations. The authors observed cells in the lateral intraparietal area of the monkey’s423
brain that were not selectively modulated by either visual input or motor output, but rather seemed to424
encode the predicted visual trajectory of the occluded target (Eskandar and Assad, 1999).425

Wolpert and colleagues suggested that sensorimotor prediction processes exist in motor planning and426
execution also in humans (Wolpert et al., 1995). In testing whether the central nervous system is able to427
maintain an estimate of the position of the limbs, the authors asked participants to move their arm in the428
absence of visual feedback. Each participant gripped a tool that was used to measure the position of the429
thumb and to apply forces to the hand using torque motors. The experimenters were disturbing the hand430
movements of the participants, which were then asked to indicate the visual estimate of the unseen thumb431
position using a trackball held in the other hand. The distance between the actual and visual estimate of432
thumb location, used as a measure of the state estimation error, showed a consistent overestimation of the433
distance moved (Wolpert et al., 1995). The authors observed a systematic increase of the error during the434
first second of movement and then a decay. Therefore, they proposed that the initial phase is the result435
of a predictive process that estimates the hand position, followed by a correction of the estimate when436
the proprioceptive feedback is available (Wolpert et al., 1995). In another study, Wolpert and colleagues437
suggested that an internal body representation consisting of a combination of sensory input and motor438
output signals is stored in the posterior parietal cortex of the brain (Wolpert et al., 1998). The authors also439
reported that a patient with a lesion of the superior parietal lobe showed both sensory and motor deficits440
consistent with an inability to maintain such an internal representation between updates.441

Blakemore et al. supported the existence of self-monitoring mechanisms in the human brain for explaining442
why tickling sensations cannot be self-produced (Blakemore et al., 2000b). The proposal is that sensory443
consequences of self-generated actions are perceived differently from an identical sensory input that is444
externally generated. This would explain the cancellation or attenuated tickle sensation when this is the445
consequence of self-produced motor commands (Blakemore et al., 2000b). The data reported in the study446
suggests that brain activity differs in response to externally and internally produced stimuli. Moreover,447
it has been proposed that illnesses such as schizophrenia would disable the patient’s capability to detect448
self-produced actions, therefore producing the an altered perception of the world (Frith et al., 2000).449
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The internal models proposed by (Wolpert et al., 1998) could explain the computational processes behind450
the attenuation of sensory sensation reported above. In particular, Wolpert and colleagues suggest that these451
internal models are constructed through the sensorimotor experience of the agent in the environment and452
used in simulation for processes such as the attenuation of sensory sensations in (Blakemore et al., 2000a)453
and conditions as in (Frith et al., 2000). A similar effect has been reported by Weiss and colleagues in a454
study on selective attenuation of self-generated sounds (Weiss et al., 2011). The experience of generating455
actions, or self-agency, has been suggested to be linked to the internal motor signals associated with the456
ongoing actions. It has been proposed that the experience of perceiving actions as self-generated would be457
caused by the anticipation and, thus, the attenuation of the sensory consequences of such motor commands458
(Weiss et al., 2011). The results reported by the authors confirmed this hypothesis, as they found that459
participants perceived the loudness of sounds less intensive when they were self-generated, than when they460
were generated by another person or by a software.461

Further evidence suggesting that an internal model of our motor system is involved in the capability to462
distinguish between self and others can be found in (Casile and Giese, 2006). In this study, the authors463
showed that participants were better at recognising themselves than others when watching movies of only464
point-light walkers. Knoblich and Flach performed a study on the capability of participants to predict the465
landing position of a thrown dart, observed from a video screen (Knoblich and Flach, 2001). The authors466
reported that predictions were more accurate when participants observed their own throwing actions than467
when they observed another person’s throwing actions, even if the stimulus displays were exactly the same468
for all participants. The results are consistent with the assumption that perceptual input can be linked with469
the action system to predict future outcomes of actions (Knoblich and Flach, 2001).470

4.1 Computational models for sensorimotor simulations471

Hesslow supported with a set of evidences the simulation theory of conscious thought, by assuming472
that simulation processes are implemented in our brain and that the simulation approach can explain the473
relations between motor, sensory and cognitive functions and the appearance of an inner world (Hesslow,474
2002). In the investigation on internal simulation processes in the human brain, internal forward and475
inverse models have been proposed (Wolpert et al., 2001). A forward model is an internal model which476
incorporates knowledge about sensory changes produced by self-generated actions of an individual. In477
other words, a forward model predicts a sensory outcome St+1 of a motor command Mt applied from an478
initial sensory situation St. This internal model was first proposed in the control literature as a means to479
overcome problems such as the delay of feedback on standard control strategies and the presence of noise,480
both also characteristic of natural systems (Jordan and Rumelhart, 1992). More recently (Webb, 2004)481
presented a discussion on the possibilities offered by the studies in invertebrate neuroscience to unveil the482
existance of these types of models. The research concludes that although there is no conclusive evidence,483
forward models might answer some of the open questions on the mapping between motor and sensory484
information.485

While forward models present the causal relation between actions and their consequences, inverse models486
perform the opposite transformation providing a system with the necessary motor command Mt to go from487
a current sensory situation St to a desired one (St+1). Inverse models are also very well know in control488
theory and in robotics, as they have been used for the implementation of inverse kinematics in robotic489
manipulators. Kinematics describe the geometry of motion of points and objects. In classic control theory,490
kinematics equations are used to determine the joint configuration of a robot to reach a desired position of491
its end-effector.492
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Figure 7. An inverse and forward models pair. The joint actions of these two models can produce internal simulations of sensorimotor cycles.

Recently, forward and inverse models became central players in the coding of sensorimotor simulations,493
as they naturally fuse together different sensory modalities as well as motor information, not only providing494
individuals with multimodal representations, but also encoding the dynamics of their motor systems495
(Wilson and Knoblich, 2005). Studies such as the ones reported in the previous section shed light on the496
importance that the prediction of the sensory consequences of our own actions have for basic motor tasks497
(Blakemore et al., 1998). Forward models, by functioning with self-generated motor commands are an498
important base for the feeling of agency, as suggested by Weiss et al. (2011). A faulty functioning of499
forward models, in their role as self-monitoring mechanisms, are thought to be responsible for some of500
the symptoms present in schizophrenia (Frith, 1992). In general, the capability to anticipate sensorimotor501
activity is thought to be crucially involved in several cognitive functions, including attention, motor control,502
planning, and goal-oriented behavior (Pezzulo, 2007; Pezzulo et al., 2011).503

Research has been done on computational internal models for action preparation and movement, in504
the context of reaching objects and of handling objects with different weights (Wolpert and Ghahramani,505
2000). The main proposal became a standard reference known as the MOdular Selection And Identification506
for Control (MOSAIC) model (Haruno et al., 2001). In MOSAIC, different pairs of inverse and forward507
models encode specific sensorimotor schemes. The contribution of each pair to choose a motor command508
is weighted by a responsibility estimator according to the context and the behaviour the system is currently509
modelling (Haruno et al., 2001). The authors extended the model to encode more complex behaviours and510
actions in Hierarchical MOSAIC (Wolpert et al., 2003). Conceptually, HMOSAIC is capable of accounting511
and model social interaction, action observation and action recognition.512

Tani and colleagues proposed an architecture in which multiple sensorimotor schemes can be learned in a513
distributed manner based on using a recurrent neural network with parametric biases (Tani et al., 2005).514
The model was demonstrated to implement behaviour generation and recognition processes in an imitative515
interaction experiment, thus acting as a mirror system. Moreover, the model has been shown to support516
associative learning between behaviours and language, supporting the hypothesis posed by Arbib (2002)517
that the capabilities of the mirror neurons for conceptualising objects manipulation behaviours might lead518
to the origins of language (Tani et al., 2005). In the framework of cognitive robotics, interesting work519
has been done in incorporating internal simulations for navigation on autonomous robots. Ziemke et al.520
incorporated several aspects of the sensorimotor theories and performed internal simulations to achieve a521
navigation task (Ziemke et al., 2005). A trained robot equipped with the proposed framework was able, in522
some cases, to move blindly in a simple environment, using as input only own sensory predictions rather523
than actual sensory input.524

Lara and Rendon-Mancha (2006) equipped a simulated agent with a forward model implemented as an525
artificial neural network. The system learned to successfully predict multimodal sensory representations526
formed by visual and tactile stimuli for an obstacle avoidance task. Following the same strategy Escobar et527
al. made an experiment on robot navigation through self body-mapping and the association between motor528
commands and their respective sensory consequences (Escobar et al., 2012). A mobile robot was made to529
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interact with its environment in order to know the free space around it from re-enaction of sensory-motor530
cycles predicting collisions from visual data. The robot formed multimodal associations, consisting of531
motor commands, disparity maps from vision and tactile feedback, into a forward model, which was trained532
with data coming from random trajectories. The resulting forward model allowed the robot to navigate533
avoiding undesired situations by performing long term predictions of the sensory consequences of its534
actions (Escobar et al., 2012).535

Following navigation studies, Möller and Schenck (2008) made an experiment on anticipatory dead-end536
recognition, where a simulated agent learned to distinguish between dead ends and corridors without the537
necessity to represent these concepts in the sensory domain. With interacting with the environment, the538
agent acquired a visuo-tactile forward model that allowed it to predict how the visual input was changing539
under its movements and whether movements were leading to a collision. In addition, the agent learned540
an inverse model for suggesting which actions should be simulated for long-term predictions. Finally,541
Hoffman et al. presented a chain of forward models that provides a mobile agent with the capability to542
select different actions to achieve a goal situation and perform mental transformations during navigation543
(Hoffmann and Möller, 2004; Hoffmann, 2007). It is worth highlighting that in the last five examples, the544
agents make use of long term predictions (LTP) to achive the desired behaviours. These LTPs are achieved545
by executing sensorimotor simulations aquired throught the interaction of the agents with the environment.546

Akgün et al. presented an internal simulation mechanism for action recognition (Akgün et al., 2010),547
inspired by the behaviour recognition hypothesis of mirror neurons. The proposed computational model,548
similar to HAMMER and MOSAIC, is capable of recognizing actions on-line using a modified Dynamical549
Movement Primitives framework, a non-linear dynamic system which has been proposed for imitation550
learning, action generation and recognition by Ijspeert et al. (2001). Schrodt and colleagues presented a551
generative neural network model for encoding biological motion, for recognising observed movements and552
for adopting the point of view of an observer (Schrodt et al., 2015). The proposed model learns map and553
segment multimodal sensory streams of self-motion, to anticipate motion progression, to complete missing554
sensory information, and to self-generate motion sequences that have been previously learned. In addition,555
the model was equipped with the capability to adopt the point of view of an observed person, establishing556
full consistency with the embodied self-motion encodings by means of active inference (Schrodt et al.,557
2015). reviewed558

A MOSAIC-like architecture for action recognition was also presented by Schillaci et al. (2012b),559
where the authors also compared different learning strategies for inverse and forward model pairs. In an560
experiment on action selection, Schillaci et al. showed how a robot can deal with tool-use when equipped561
with self-exploration behaviours and with the capability to execute internal simulations of sensorimotor562
cycles (Schillaci et al., 2012b, 2014). Schillaci et al. implemented learning of internal models through563
self-exploration on a humanoid robot, which were consequently used for predicting simple arm trajectories564
and for distinguishing between self-generated movements and arm trajectories executed by a different robot565
(Schillaci et al., 2013) or by a human (Schillaci, 2014, pages 64-69).566

Interesting research on sensorimotor simulations can be found in the context of action execution and567
recognition. For example, Dearden and Demiris (2005) presented a study where a robot learned a forward568
model that successfully imitated actions presented to its visual system. In a later study, Dearden presented569
a more complex system where a robot learns from a social context by means of forward and inverse570
models using memory-based approaches (Dearden, 2008). Nishide et al. presented a study on predicting571
object dynamics through active sensing experiences with a humanoid robot (Nishide et al., 2007). For572
predicting the movements of an unknown object, a static image of the object and robot motor command573
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Figure 8. An example of an internal simulation (image taken from (Schillaci, 2014). The inverse model simulates the motor command (in the example, a
displacement of the joints of one arm of the humanoid robot Aldebaran Nao) needed for reaching a desired sensory state, from the current state of the system.
Before being sent to the actuators, such a simulated motor command can be fed into the forward model which anticipates its outcome, in terms of sensory
perception. A prediction error of the internal simulation can be calculated by comparing the simulated sensory outcome with the desired sensory state.

are fed into a neural network that was trained in a previous stage through a learning mechanism based574
on active sensing. In the HAMMER architecture (Hierarchical Attentive Multiple Models for Execution575
and Recognition) proposed by Demiris and Khadhouri (2006), inverse and forward model pairs encoded576
sensorimotor schemes and were used for action execution and action understanding. The HAMMER577
architecture was implemented using Bayesian Belief Networks and was also extended to include cognitive578
processes such as attention (Demiris and Khadhouri, 2006).579

Kaiser investigated a computational model for perceiving the functional role of objects, or their affor-580
dances, based on internally simulated object interactions (Kaiser, 2014). The approach was based on an581
implementation of visuomotor forward models based on feed-forward neural networks and geometric582
approximations. The models were trained with sensorimotor data gathered from self-exploration, although583
in a structured systematic fashion, i.e. by defining grids in sensorimotor space or in motor space (Kaiser,584
2014).585

A promising line of investigation addresses the implementation of simulation processes for the develop-586
ment of the sense of agency, the sense of being the cause or author of a movement, and for distinguishing587
between self and other. Pitti and colleagues proposed a mechanism of spike timing-dependent synaptic588
plasticity as a biologically plausible model for detecting contingency between multimodal events and for589
allowing a robotic agent to experience its own agency during motion (Pitti et al., 2009).590

Finally we would like to highlight the work presented in (Hoffmann, 2014), where the paradigm of591
cognitive developmental robotics is addressed through a case study. In this, information flow is analysed592
with an agent interacting with the world. A very critical view of the paradigm is addressed in the light of593
embodied cognition and the enactive paradigm. Low-level extraction of features in the sensorimotor space594
is analysed and use in higher level behaviours of the agent where sensorimotor associations are formed.595
Interestingly, an important conclusion is the importance and usefullness of forward models in the control596
structure of agents.597
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The goal of developmental roboticists is to implement mechanisms for autonomous motor and mental598
development in artificial agents. We argued that mechanisms for sensorimotor simulation may be the599
bridge between low-level sensorimotor representations learned through experience and the implementation600
of basic cognitive skills in artificial agents. Several robotics studies showed that internal simulations601
and imagery can provide robots with capabilities such as long-term prediction for navigation, behaviour602
selection and recognition, perception of the functional role of objects, and can even serve as a possible603
basis for the acquisition of the sense of agency and for the capability to distinguish between self and other.604

A prerequisite for the implementation of sensorimotor simulation processes in artificial agents is the605
knowledge about the characteristics of their motor systems and their embodiment. In fact, to be able to606
internally simulate the outcome of their own actions, robots need to know their action possibilities and607
to have an antecedent perceptual experience about the consequences of their activities. An elegant and608
promising way for allotting artificial agents with such a knowledge is provided by exploration, a learning609
mechanism inspired by human development. By exploring their bodily capabilities and by interacting610
with the environment, possibly using mechanisms resembling human curiosity, robots can generate a611
rich amount of sensory and motor experience. Maintaining this multimodal information into internal612
representations of the robot’s body could be not only helpful for monitoring the correct functioning of the613
system, but also exploited for detecting unexpected events, such as temporary or permanent changes in614
the agents morphology, and for adapting to them. Such a possibility would be impossible to implement615
with a priori defined models of the robot body and its surrounding environment, as this would require616
not only the exact knowledge of the dynamics of the artificial system and its surroundings, as well as the617
definition of all the variables that could affect the normal functioning of the system. It is important to note618
that different implementations have made use of different computational strategies for the coding of these619
body representations. However, in all cases, these representations encompass the bulk of the possibilities620
an agent has of sensing and acting in the world. Following this line of thought, simulations are the off-line621
rehearsal of these schemes.622

We argue that sensorimotor learning, internal body representation and internal sensorimotor simulations623
are paramount in the development of artificial agents. Also, we strongly believe that the three processes624
have to be considered interdependent and necessary when investigating autonomous mental development.625
It is for these reasons, we tried to give an interdisciplinary overview of what we believe to be the most626
prominent studies on these topics, from the disciplines of robotics, cognitive sciences and neuroscience.627
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Cognitive Developmental
Robotics: A Survey
(Asada et al., 2009)

Yes Yes Yes Spatial perception, vocal im-
itation

Fetal simula-
tion and real
humanoid robot

Several tools, includ-
ing self-organising
maps and Hebbian
learning

Learning Forward Models
for Robots
(Dearden and Demiris,
2005)
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hand waving movements

Robot gripper
and camera

Bayesian network

Toward Learning the Bind-
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A Behavior-Grounded Ap-
proach
(Stoytchev, 2005)
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of pre-defined
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Not explicitly
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No Learning of object affor-
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Simulated robotic
arm

Search in history
table storing be-
haviours/affordance
mappings

Tool-Body Assimilation
Model Based on Body Bab-
bling and Neurodynamical
System
(Takahashi et al., 2014)

Random body bab-
bling

Yes No Object manipulation using
tools

Simulated robotic
arm and tools

Recurrent neural net-
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network

(Oudeyer et al., 2007),
(Baranes and Oudeyer,
2013), (Moulin-Frier et al.,
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Yes, during the
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Babyrobot - A study on
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(Metta, 2000)
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Self-
organising
maps and
multimodal
mapping

Yes Visuo-motor coordination Robot head and
manipulator

Self-organising neu-
ral networks

Active motor babbling for
sensorimotor learning (Sae-
gusa et al., 2008)

Exploration based on
prediction error de-
pendent confidence
measures

Visuo-motor
mapping

Yes, in estimating
the prediction
error dependent
confidence

Visuo-motor coordination Humanoid robot Multi-Layer Percep-
trons
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behaviours,body
representations

and
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Robotic Study Exploration

behaviours
Body
representation

Predictive
processes

Skills implemented Simulated or
real robot

Learning tool

Epigenetic Robotics Archi-
tecture (Morse et al., 2010)

Not explicitly
addressed

Self-
organising
maps for
multimodal
mappings

Spreading of ac-
tivations between
maps

Grounding of linguistic la-
bels onto body postures, vi-
sual and auditory modalities

Humanoid robot Self-Organising
Maps and Hebbian
learning

(Kajić et al., 2014; Schillaci
et al., 2014)

Random motor explo-
ration

Self-
organising
maps for
sensorimotor
mappings

Yes, for exe-
cuting reaching
and pointing
behaviours

Visuo-motor coordina-
tion and proto-imperative
pointing gestures

Humanoid robot Self-Organising
Maps and Hebbian
learning

(Schillaci et al., 2012a;
Schillaci, 2014)

Random motor explo-
ration

Sensorimotor
mappings
encoded
in internal
models

Internal simu-
lations based
on inverse
and forward
predictions

Action selection for tool-use Humanoid robot k-NN and
Multi-Layer
Perceptrons

Reaching for the unreach-
able: integration of locomo-
tion and whole-body move-
ments for extended visually
guided reaching (Brandao
et al., 2013)

Goal-directed reach-
ing movements

Kinematic
models

Yes, in the reach-
ing behaviour

Gaze-centered whole-body
reaching and locomotion

Humanoid robot Non-linear
regression (LWPR)

Representations of body
schemas for infant robot
development (Shaw et al.,
2015)

Intrinsic motivation
based exploration

Yes, sensori-
motor maps

Yes, in the explo-
ration behaviour

Staged development of eye
saccades, gaze control, prim-
itive reaching, coordinated
reach-to-seen and gaze-to-
touch behaviours.

Humanoid robot Topological Maps
and Hebbian learning

Interpersonal Maps: How
to Map Affordances for In-
teraction Behaviour (Hafner
and Kaplan, 2008)

Precoded motion
primitives

Body maps
and interper-
sonal maps
based on
information
distance

Yes, in imitation
mechanisms

Imitation between agents Robot dogs Distance between in-
formation sources

Ince et al. (2009) Precoded motion
primitives

Mapping be-
tween motor
commands
and auditory
ego-noise

Predictions
for ego-noise
suppression

Ego-noise modelling and
suppression

Humanoid robot k-NN in a ego-noise
template database
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Robotic Study Exploration

behaviours
Body
representation

Predictive
processes

Skills implemented Simulated or
real robot

Learning tool

Internal simulation of per-
ception: a minimal neuro-
robotic model (Ziemke et al.,
2005)

Navigation with an
evolved controller

Not explicitly
address

Yes Prediction of non-present
sensory input for robot nav-
igation

Simulated mobile
robot

Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks and
Evolution

Self Body Mapping in Mo-
bile Robots Using Vision
and Forward Models (Esco-
bar et al., 2012)

Random exploration
of the environment

Not explicitly
addressed

Yes Long term predictions,
collision-free navigation

Simulated and
real mobile robot

Multi-Layer Percep-
trons

Action Selection and Men-
tal Transformation Based on
a Chain of Forward Mod-
els (Hoffmann and Möller,
2004)

Random exploration
of the environment

Not explicitly
addressed

Yes Long term predictions for
robot navigation

Real mobile robot Multi-Layer Percep-
trons

Contingency Perception and
Agency Measure in Visuo-
Motor Spiking Neural Net-
works(Pitti et al., 2009)

Random exploration Not explicitly
addressed

Yes Self-other distinction Real robot head Spiking Neural Net-
works

(Schillaci et al., 2013) and
(Schillaci, 2014, pages 64-
69)

Random exploration Not explicitly
addressed

Yes Self-other distinction Real and simu-
lated humanoid
robot

Multi-Layer percep-
trons
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